Using Agile Story Point as an estimation technique in CMMI organizations

Abstract:

Story Points is a relative measure heavily used for agile estimation of size. The team decides how big a point is, and based on that size, determines how many points each work item is. Simply, look at representative work items, give the smallest the size of one point, and then go through all other work items and give them a relative point estimate based on that point. One project team may say that a work item of a certain size is worth 1 point. Another project team would estimate the same sized work item to be worth 5 points. That is fine, as long as they are consistent within the same project.

In CMMI organizations, such difference is not acceptable. The projects sizes must be relative. If one project team says that a work item of a certain size is worth 1 point. Another project team should estimate the same sized work item to be worth 1 point.

This generates a challenge for CMMI companies to adopt Agile in software estimation and planning.

In this paper, we provided a process and methodology that guaranteed relativity in software sizing while using agile story points. The proposed process and methodology were applied in a CMMI company level 3 on different projects. By that, the story point was used on the level of the organization, not the project. Then, the performance of sizing process was measured to show a significant improvement in sizing accuracy after adopting the agile story point in CMMI

Research Plan:

1. Make a survey study about Agile story point and CMMI requirements for software sizing to discover the challenge in adopting story point in CMMI organizations (Almost done)
2. Develop a process and methodology to apply story point in CMMI organizations (almost done)
3. Apply the proposed process and methodology and find the performance of it, e.g. Sizing accuracy. (50% done)
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